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Mathematics and Immunotherapy

• CML – Cancer Vaccines

• CML – Signature of the (Individual) Immune Response

• Solid Tumors

• Complexity
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Abst ract

Recent mathematical models have been developed to study the dynamics of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) under
imatinib treatment. None of these models incorporates the anti-leukemia immune response. Recent experimental data
show that imatinib treatment may promote the development of anti-leukemia immune responses as patients enter
remission. Using these experimental data we develop a mathematical model to gain insights into the dynamics and
potential impact of the resulting anti-leukemia immune response on CML. We model the immune response using a system
of delay differential equations, where the delay term accounts for the duration of cell division. The mathematical model
suggests that anti-leukemia T cell responses may play a critical role in maintaining CML patients in remission under imatinib
therapy. Furthermore, it proposes a novel concept of an ‘‘optimal load zone’’ for leukemic cells in which the anti-leukemia
immune response is most effective. Imatinib therapy may drive leukemic cell populations to enter and fall below this
optimal load zone too rapidly to sustain the anti-leukemia T cell response. As a potential therapeutic strategy, the model
shows that vaccination approaches in combination with imatinib therapy may optimally sustain the anti-leukemia T cell
response to potentially eradicate residual leukemic cells for a durable cure of CML. The approach presented in this paper
accounts for the role of the anti-leukemia specific immune response in the dynamics of CML. By combining experimental
data and mathematical models, we demonstrate that persistence of anti-leukemia T cells even at low levels seems to
prevent the leukemia from relapsing (for at least 50 months). As a consequence, we hypothesize that anti-leukemia T cell
responses may help maintain remission under imatinib therapy. The mathematical model together with the new
experimental data imply that there may be a feasible, low-risk, clinical approach to enhancing the effects of imatinib
treatment.
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Int roduct ion

Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) results from the

uncontrolled growth of white blood cells due to up-regulation of

the abl tyrosine kinase [1]. The standard first-line therapy against

CML is imatinib, a molecular-targeted drug that inhibits the abl

tyrosine kinase [2]. Under imatinib, nearly all patients attain

hematologic remission (HR) [3] and 75% achieve cytogenetic

remission (CR) [4]. However, imatinib does not completely

eliminate residual leukemia cells and patients inevitably relapse

after stopping treatment [4]. We note that for a hematologic

remission (also known as complete hematologic response) the

following must be present: Platelet count 450,000/ mL, WBC count

, 10,000/ mL, WBC differential: no immature granulocytes and

, 5% basophils, Spleen nonpalpable. Cytogenetic remission (or

response) is defined with the following sub-categories. None: Ph+

cells . 95%; Minimal: Ph+ cells 66–95%; Minor: Ph+ cells 36–

65%; Partial: Ph+ cells 1–35%; Complete: Ph+ cells 0%.

In this paper, we model the dynamics of T cell responses to
CML. Insights gained from this model were used to develop a
possible combination between imatinib and immunotherapy, in
the form of cancer vaccines, to enhance the efficacy of imatinib
treatment and potentially eliminate leukemia for a durable cure.

Variouspapershave proposed hypothesesconcerning the effects
of imatinib treatment on leukemia cells from a dynamical systems
perspective. In a recent work, Michor et al. develop a model for the

interaction between leukemia and imatinib [5]. In their model,
they assume that leukemia cellsdifferentiate through four stagesof
their life cycle, beginning with leukemia stem cells. Imatinib
functions by reducing the rate at which leukemia cells pass from
one stage to the next, causing a rapid drop in the leukemia
population. Based on their assumptions and analysis, they propose

that leukemia inevitably persists, because imatinib hinders the
differentiation of differentiated leukemia cells, but doesnot affect the
leukemiastem cells. In particular, Michor et al. hypothesizethat there
isalwaysasteadily growingpopulation of leukemia stem cellsdespite
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Complex Dynamics: CML, TKI, Immune system
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• Chen et al. (Blood, 2008)



Complex Dynamics: CML, TKI, Immune system

• Converting the flowchart into a mathematical model
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A mathematical model 
(Kim, Lee, Levy PLoS Comp Bio 2008)

★ Ingredients:
• Leukemia cells: stem cells, …, fully functional cells
• Mutations
• Drug (Imatinib)
• Anti leukemia immune response

★ Michor et al. (Nature ’05) + immune response
Cronkite and Vincent (69), Rubinow (69), Rubinow & Lebowitz (75), Fokas, Keller, and Clarkson (91), Mackey et al (99,...), Neiman (00), Moore & Li 
(04), Michor et al (05), Komarova & Woodarz (05).



Simulations of the Mathematical Model

• Red = Michor et al. (Nature ‘05).  Blue = Kim et al. (PLoS Comp Bio ‘08)



Stimulating the Immune Response

• Mathematical Model

• Dosage + Timing (!)

• Adjusted to each patient



Clapp et al., Cancer Research 2015

• CML Patients (Nicolini, Lyon)



Modeling immune system dynamics

• Signature of the immune response

• 6 parameters



Complexity of models

• Niculescu et al. (DCDS, 2008)

1898 S. Wilson, D. Levy

Fig. 3 Adaptive regulation model with T cell switching (3)–(10). The compartments are represented as

follows: A0: immature APCs, A1 : mature APCs, H 0: naïve helper T cells, H : mature helper T cells, K 0:

naïve effector T cells, K : mature cytotoxic T cells, P : IL-2 cytokine, and R: regulatory T cells. Each

compartment has an associated death rate, which is not represented in the diagram

The immune reaction is modeled as a system of DDEs. The delay is derived from the

notion that upon activation, a cell will spend a specified amount of time solely devoted

to mitosis (cell division) before it can properly execute its functions. This model also

considers the production and consumption of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-2.

Regulatory T cells differentiate from helper T cells and are able to suppress both

helper and cytotoxic T cells (Sakaguchi 2010). Our model is described as follows

(see Fig. 3):

1. Upon encountering antigen, a(t), immature APCs, A0(t ), become mature APCs,

A1(t ), and migrate to the lymph node.

2. Naïve helper and cytotoxic T cells (H 0(t) and K 0(t), respectively) residing in the

lymph nodes encounter mature APCs and enter a minimal developmental program

in which they divide m1 or m2 times, respectively.

3. Mature helper and cytotoxic T cells (H (t) and K (t), respectively) both secrete the

positive growth signal IL-2, denoted P(t).

4. Mature helper and cytotoxic T cells that have completed the minimal develop-

mental program become effector cells that continue dividing upon further anti-

genic stimulation. This antigen dependent proliferation occurs in response to in-

teractions with APCs for helper T cells and in response to IL-2 consumption for

cytotoxic T cells.

• Wilson & Levy (BMB, 2013)



Heterogeneity of solid tumors

• Cho & Levy 

(BMB & JTB, 2018)



Lessons and Take Home Messages

• Math complements other quantitative approaches

• Interdisciplinary: experiments/clinical/quantitative sciences

• Math can be useful in modeling dynamics

• Quantifying the Timing + Dosage

• Personalized medicine


